Travelling to Oeko-Institut’s Berlin office

Address
Oeko-Institut e.V.
Borkumstraße 2
D-13189 Berlin
Germany
Phone: +49-30/405085-0
Fax: +49-30/405085-388

We recommend a travel by public transport!

By train („S-Bahn/Tram“)
- Coming from the main station, take the tram (M10, M8) in the direction of S+U Warschauer Straße to the "Nordbahnhof" stop (3 stops).
- Follow the signs to "S Berlin Nordbahnhof" and take the S2 in the direction of "S-Bhf Bernau" and get off at "Pankow" (4 stops).
- Take the exit "Granitzstr. / Berliner Str." and cross the street.
- Walk along Berliner Straße for a short distance on the right and turn left into Borkumstraße (first crossroad).
- The Oeko-Institut is located in the office building on the corner of Hiddenseestraße.

By subway („U-Bahn – U2“)
- U-Bhf Pankow is the terminal stop of the U2. So, if you are coming from the south, take the U2 in the direction of Pankow and travel to the end.
- Take the exit "Granitzstr. / Berliner Str." and cross the street.
- Walk along Berliner Straße for a short distance on the right and turn left into Borkumstraße (first crossroad).
- The Oeko-Institut is located in the office building on the corner of Hiddenseestraße.

In case you are still travelling by car…
---coming from the north:
- Take the A 114 towards Berlin-Zentrum/Berlin-Pankow into the city.
- Continue on Prenzlauer Promenade/B109 and take the second right onto Granitzstraße.
- Follow this road for about 1.5 kilometres.
- Before the next big crossing turn left into Kissingenstraße, then immediately right into Hiddenseestraße and left again into Borkumstraße.
- The Oeko-Institut is located in the office building on the corner.
…coming from the south:

- On the A10, take the exit 16-Dreieck-Nuthetal or A9 (coming from Leipzig) via the A115 towards Berlin-Zentrum/ Berlin-Zehlendorf/ Potsdam-Zentrum.
- At the motorway junction 1-Dreieck Funkturm follow the signs A100 direction Hamburg/Wedding and keep left to stay on the A100
- Continue on Seestraße and straight on Osloer Straße.
- After about 3 kilometers, turn slightly left towards Schönhauser Allee/B96 and turn left onto Schönhauser Allee/B96.
- After 500 metres, turn slightly right onto Berliner Straße and turn right into Borkumstraße behind the Lidl supermarket.
- The Oeko-Institut is located in the office building on the next corner of Hiddenseestraße

If it has to be the plane…

…travel from BER Airport

- Take the S45 in the direction of “S Südkreuz Bhf” (Berlin) to the “Berlin Baumschulenweg” stop (6 stops).
- Change to the S85 in the direction of “S+U Pankow” and travel to the final stop “Pankow” (11 stops).
- Take the exit “Granitzstr. / Berliner Str.” and cross the street.
- Walk along Berliner Straße for a short distance on the right and turn left into Borkumstraße (first crossroad).
- The Oeko-Institut is located in the office building on the corner of Hiddenseestraße.